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Intel and Micron claim their 3D XPoint memory technology represents the
first new ‘mainstream’ memory technology since the launch of NAND flash

in 1989. But is it? And when will it enter production? Until it does, can we
consider it to be ‘mainstream’?

Flash has been successful because it is non volatile, but it consumes a lot
of power, has limited life and can’t be integrated easily alongside  other
circuitry. Perhaps the biggest downside for NAND is that you can’t erase
single bits; it’s blocks or nothing. But flash can’t replace DRAM; only
complement it.

So researchers have been looking to develop a technology would not only
replace other memories, but also not use electrons. The reason? As process
technologies shrink, there are fewer electrons available to store the charge
that indicates a 1 or a 0.

One approach is phase change memory (PCM), where the amorphous and
crystalline states of a material represent those 1s and 0s. Other approaches
include spin torque transfer and magnetic RAM.

Now we have 3D XPoint, said to combine the performance, density, power,
non volatility and cost advantages of all available memory technologies. On
the face of it, a lot of boxes are ticked.

But while they tell us what 3D XPoint can do, the partners have yet to tell
us how it does it. So speculation, as they say, is rife. Some have concluded
that 3D XPoint is PCM. However, if 3D XPoint is based on PCM, that it isn’t a
breakthrough; the Intel/STMicroelectronics joint venture Numonyx unveiled
PCM devices in 2009. And Numonyx claimed its technology could stack.
Perhaps what we’re seeing with 3D XPoint is the latest version of what
Numonyx showed six years ago.

But while 3D XPoint can store 128Gbit, it does so only on two layers. Flash
manufacturers – including Micron – are now looking at many more layers
than that. Toshiba, for example, is talking about a 256Gbit part with 48
layers. By stacking that number of layers, designers don’t have to worry so
much about the number of electrons in a cell, but can still take advantage of
process technology and, hence, keep the cost down.

Will 3D XPoint succeed? Who knows? But having production devices
available will help users to decide.

Graham Pitcher, Group Editor (gpitcher@findlay.co.uk)

What’s the 
X point?

HAVE INTEL AND MICRON 
UPDATED PCM?

COMMENT      UNIFIED MEMORY
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NEWS       BIG DATA

The Alan Turing Institute – a joint venture involving the universities of Cambridge, Edinburgh, Oxford, UCL and
Warwick, as well as the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) – has started
operations and  named Professor Andrew Blake as its first director. 

Prof Blake, currently laboratory director of Microsoft Research UK, is expected to start his five year term in
October.

The Institute is receiving £42million over five years from the Government, while the university partners are
contributing £25m between them. It has also accepted £10m from Lloyd’s Register Foundation for a project
intended to highlight the value of data as an asset and to place data at the forefront of engineering design.

A further collaboration with Cray and EPSRC will look to exploit next generation analytics capability on
Archer, the UK’s largest supercomputer for scientific research.

EPSRC chief executive Prof Philip Nelson said: “We will transform Archer into the largest data analytics
platform in the world, enabling huge breakthroughs in leveraging big data into the UK economy and
catapulting the UK into a world leader in the data sciences.”

Institute chair Howard Covington added: “The enthusiasm and commitment of the founding partners have
enabled the Institute to make rapid progress. We will now turn to building the Institute’s research activities.”

Big time for Big Data
THE ALAN TURING INSTITUTE IS READY TO START WORK. GRAHAM PITCHER REPORTS.
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Researchers at Georgia Tech have developed a capacitor
dielectric material which is said to provide an energy storage
capacity rivalling that of batteries.

The material, which combines a hybrid silica sol-gel and a
nanoscale self assembled monolayer of octylphosphonic acid,
is said to support extractable energy densities of up to
40J/cm3 and a power density of 520W/cm3. The team says
this exceeds that of conventional electrolytic capacitors and
thin film Li-ion batteries.

The team will now scale up the process to see if the
properties transfer to larger devices. 

Capacitor dielectric rivals batteries 
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ARM expands IoT 
security capability
In a move that enhances its IoT security capability,
ARM has bought Israeli company Sansa Security.

“Our technology is already being used to protect
data gathered and transmitted by a multitude of IoT
and mobile devices,” said Coby Sella, Sansa’s CEO.
“Joining ARM will enable us to scale the business
by helping ARM’s technology partners to address
their most pressing security needs.” 

ARM will use the acquisition to expand the
capability of its TrustZone technology. Sansa’s
technology is said to be a system wide approach
that enables the protection of any connected device
and management of sensitive data and content. 

Mike Muller, ARM’s CTO, added: “Protection
against hackers works best when it is multilayered,
so we are extending our security technology capability
into hardware subsystems and trusted software.”

White lasers demonstrated

Researchers at Arizona State University claim to
have created the first lasers that can emit light over
the full spectrum of visible colours. 

Lasers usually emit light of one colour and
creating a structure capable of emitting red, green,
and blue light has proven difficult because it
requires combining very different materials.

The ASU team solved the challenge using a
nanoscale sheet made of a semiconducting alloy of
zinc, cadmium, sulphur and selenium, divided into
three segments. When excited with a pulse of light,
the segments rich in Cd and Se emit red light; those
rich in Cd and S emit green light; while those rich in
Zn and S emit blue light. 

A potential application could be Li-Fi, where the
lasers could encode data much faster than white
LEDs. The researchers now plan to explore whether
these lasers can be excited with electricity.
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Intel and Micron Technology have produced a memory technology called 3D XPoint that is said to
be up to 1000 times faster than NAND flash. The partners says it is the first new class of
‘mainstream’ memory technology since the introduction of NAND flash in 1989.    

3D XPoint technology is said to combine the performance, density, power, non volatility and
cost advantages of all available memory technologies. As well as being faster, Intel and Micron
claim the technology has far greater endurance than NAND and is 10 times denser than
conventional memory.

“For decades, the industry has searched for ways to reduce the lag time between the
processor and data to allow much faster analysis,” said Rob Crooke, general manager of Intel’s
Non Volatile Memory Solutions Group. “This new class of non volatile memory achieves this goal
and brings game changing performance to memory and storage solutions.”

The launch, said to follow more than a decade of research and development, addresses the
need for affordable non volatile, high performance, high endurance memory.  

3D XPoint technology will sample later this year and Intel and Micron are developing
individual products based on the technology.
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NEWS       MEMORY TECHNOLOGY

Piezo materials developer
raises £2m 
Ionix Advanced Technologies has closed a
£2million funding round and will use the cash
to accelerate the commercialisation of a
range of devices based on its high
temperature piezoelectric materials. 

A spin out from the University of Leeds, Ionix
is targeting applications where temperatures
can reach 420°C, something not possible with
conventional piezoelectric devices. 

Chief executive Dr David Astles said: “Our
technology looks ideally placed to play a part
in the drive to increase continuous condition
monitoring, and we are gaining good traction.” 

Other applications for the materials include
electronic frequency filters, transformers and
acoustic/vibration sensors.

Superfast fluorescence 
Researchers from Duke University have
developed a light emitting device that can run
at 90GHz.

The team created plasmons by shining a
laser onto the surface of a 75nm silver cube.
The plasmons create an electromagnetic field
between the nanocube and a thin sheet of
gold placed 20 atoms away. This field interacts
with quantum dots sandwiched between the
two and these turn on and off at 90GHz.

The group is now working to use the
plasmonic structure to create a single photon
source and trying to place and orient the
quantum dots precisely in order to maximise
the fluorescence rate.

Memory ‘breakthrough’
CROSSPOINT MEMORY SAID TO BE 1000 TIMES FASTER THAN FLASH. 
TOM AUSTIN-MORGAN REPORTS.

AZO to speed communications

11 August 2015    www.newelectronics.co.uk

Work at Purdue University in the US could result in the
development of an optical transistor. A research team has
created a plasmonic oxide material which could translate into
devices at least 10 times faster than silicon based electronics.

According to the team, an optical material made of
aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO) can modulate the amount of
light  reflected by 40%. “We can engineer the film to provide
either a decrease or an increase in reflection,” said doctoral
student Nathaniel Kinsey. “You can use an increase or a
decrease in the reflection to encode data.”

The material has been shown to work in the near infrared
range of the spectrum and to be compatible with CMOS.
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NEWS       NI WEEK

This year’s NI Week was dominated by the
industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), with
discussions and presentations focusing

on connectivity and intelligence and how the
design community is witnessing a convergence
of systems which have been, until recently,
disparate.

During a ‘Creating the IoT’ panel
discussion, Mark Cudak, principal research
analyst at Nokia Networks, said that ‘change
was coming to every industry’, while Paul
Didier, solutions architect manager with Cisco
Systems, suggested the IoT would be #the
largest revolution we’ve seen on the Internet’.

This growing connectedness is putting
increasing strain on traditional design and
manufacturing test systems, according to Eric
Starkloff, National Instruments’ executive vice
president of global sales and marketing.
Speaking on the conference floor, he said that
the platform based approach would be crucial
to supplying the designs for an ‘unknown
future’ and that it would be ‘king of the IoT era’.

NI Weeks normally sees NI announce an
annual upgrade to LabVIEW, its system design
software, and 2015 was no different.

The latest version of LabVIEW offers speed
improvements, development shortcuts and a
range of debugging tools; the aim being to
help engineers better interact with the
systems they are creating. A demonstration of
LabVIEW 2015 was well received by the
audience.

Users will be able to open their code more
quickly, as well as write code more quickly
using ‘right click’. Debug is also said to be
faster and, once code is finalised, it can be
deployed more quickly

According to NI, this latest version of
LabVIEW continues the standardisation
process by which users are able to interact
with hardware by using the same code and
engineering processes across systems.

New embedded systems hardware was also
released. New controllers were added to the
company’s reconfigurable I/O (RIO) hardware
range, including a new CompactRIO controller,
FlexRIO and a single board RIO controller
aimed at those designers looking for more
flexibility in their embedded applications. These
controllers integrate the latest embedded
technologies from both Intel and Xilinx.

The CompactRIO controller combines a
quad core Atom processor running at 1.9GHz,
as well as a Kintex-7 FPGA/. The FlexRIO
controller has the Kintex-7 FPGA to provide
signal processing in order to support more
than 30 I/O adaptor modules. 

Meanwhile, the single board RIO controller
– which supports NI Linux Real Time – is
based on Xilinx’ Zynq SoC, which includes a
dual core ARM processor running at 667MHz.
According to NI, this particular offering should
be of interest to those designers who require
more flexibility from their applications.

Three single board RIO controllers are
available, providing a range of features and
customisation capabilities to cater for different
project requirements. 

Commenting on the announcement, Jamie
Smith, NI’s director of embedded systems,
said: “NI’s LabVIEW RIO architecture delivers
a complete platform that enables engineers

to quickly design, prototype and deploy
embedded systems for advanced monitoring
and control applications in the IIoT.” 

NI also used the event to unveil a Wireless
Test System (WTS), which is intended to
significantly lower the cost of wireless
manufacturing test.

According to NI, although companies are
faced with growing complexity when it comes
to wireless test, companies using its new
multistandard, multi DUT and multiport test
system will be able to reduce test costs
significantly and to multiply throughput on the
production floor. This is achieved by running
tests in parallel. 

The WTS, based on the company’s
successful PXI modular instrument platform,
uses software defined PXI vector signal
transceiver hardware, along with LabVIEW and
TestStand sequencing software.

The test platform is capable of supporting
a range of wireless standards, such as LTE
Advanced, Wi-Fi and 802.11ac.

“Megatrends, such as the IoT, will push
more devices to include RF and sensor
functionality, which has traditionally been
expensive to test,” said Olga Shapiro,
programme manager for measurement and
instrumentation at Frost & Sullivan.
“Companies will need to rethink their
approach for wireless test and, because the
WTS is built on the PXI platform, we expect it
to have significant impact on the IoT.”

IIoT dominates NI Week 2015
NI WEEK BRINGS TOGETHER MORE THAN 3000 ENGINEERS TO DISCUSS DEVELOPMENTS IN SOFTWARE DEFINED 
SYSTEMS FOR TEST, MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL. NEIL TYLER REPORTS FROM AUSTIN. 
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“Platform
based
approach …
will be ‘king of
the IoT era’.”
Eric Starkloff

The single board RIO controller is based on Xilinx’
Zynq SoC, featuring a dual core ARM processor
running at 667MHz
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F
rom the 15 to 18 September, the military
world will be congregating at London’s
ExCeL exhibition centre, where Defence

and Security International (DESi), a global
showcase for innovative defence and security
equipment, will be taking place.

Running every two years, the event attracts
more than 30,000 visitors. This year, more
than 50 countries will be represented with
1500 exhibitors in attendance.

All four UK MoD Chiefs of Staff will be giving
keynote speeches and DSEi will be hosting
300 seminar sessions and keynotes across
seven theatres and four strategic conferences
addressing the challenges, developments and
future of the Defence and Security sector.

The UK remains a significant global player in
the defence market and there are more than
9000 SMEs operating in this sector – more
than the French, German, Italian, Spanish and
Norwegian industries combined, according to
the Federation of Small Businesses.

The UK’s defence industry can offer a wide
portfolio of aircraft, warships, armoured fighting
vehicles, communication, radar and basic
equipment and, as such, is well placed to grow
its share of a massive global market.

In 2014, world military expenditure was
estimated at $1776billion, representing 2.3%
of global gross domestic product. 

Total expenditure was about 0.4% lower in
real terms than in 2013, according to figures
from the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute, an independent institute
that provides research into conflict,

armaments, arms control and disarmament.
Recently, the UK Government committed

itself to a real-terms increase in defence
spending, with the aim of meeting its Nato
commitment of spending 2% of GDP on
defence each year. It also committed itself to
spending 20% of the budget on equipment
procurement.

While the UK retains a significant defence
purchaser, it is also the world’s sixth largest
exporter of military technology and equipment.

Speaking earlier this year, former UK
business minister Matthew Hancock said:
“Strengthening global competitiveness is
crucial to the UK’s economy; the defence
industry alone contributes £8.2bn gross value
added a year to the UK economy and 87% of

companies generate revenue through exports.”
Last year, Prime Minister David Cameron

used the Farnborough International Airshow to
launch a package of measures to support the
defence industry in the UK.

The Defence Growth Partnership is intended
to bring Government and industry together and
the plan includes establishing a UK Defence
Solutions Centre in Farnborough, bringing
together industry and Government to support
the development of new defence technologies
as well as identifying future market
opportunities: setting up a UK Centre for
Maritime Intelligent Systems based in
Portsmouth, bringing together academics,
scientists, engineers and naval specialists to
develop new technologies such as autonomous
unmanned vessels; and the development of a
new Defence Apprenticeship Trailblazer,
intended to attract graduates into the industry,
as well as helping to improve the skills of the
existing workforce.

Philip Dunne, Minister of State for Defence
Procurement, who is also responsible for
support of equipment, science and technology
within the MoD, said: “The last DESi in 2013
provided an impressive global platform for a
huge range of British defence and security
firms to showcase and promote their products,
technologies and services. 

“We expect DESi 2015 will provide a similar
substantial forum and a good opportunity for
us to showcase our latest equipment, meet
international partners and enhance already
strong relationships.”
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NEWS ANALYSIS      DSEI

Focus on defence
NEIL TYLER TAKES A LOOK AT THIS YEAR’S DEFENCE AND SECURITY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE AND AT
HOW THE GOVERNMENT IS LOOKING TO SUPPORT THE UK’S DEFENCE INDUSTRY
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S
et up in 1989, America II has established itself as an
increasingly important player in the electronic
components supply chain, working with a growing
number of manufacturers, OEMs and EMS companies

around the world.
Headquartered in St Petersburg, Florida, the company

continues to evolve and is now focusing on looking to
service the needs of companies operating in the industry’s
middle tiers.

“The neglected middle,” according to Jed Pecchioli,
president of the company’s APAC and EMEA operations.
“Having spent the last few years in the Far East refocusing
our business and developing our presence among Tier 2 and
3 companies there, I’m looking to do the same in Europe.”

Our customers operate in practically every market
segment and now we are seeing the beginnings of a
massive boom in the development of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices.”

America II has been busy adding manufacturers,
components and technologies to its line card and is

expanding rapidly into new European markets, ranging from
Poland and the Czech Republic in the East to France and
Italy in the West.

“Our business in the Czech Republic has exploded and in
France we have been gaining real traction. Many component
manufacturers feel that they are not being serviced by larger
distributors and are not getting the attention they need.
We’re benefiting from that and intend to grow as fast as we
can. To be honest, future growth will be determined only by
how fast we can recruit the right people.”

The available market in Europe is huge, he suggests.
“You have to work hard to educate and understand your

customer’s needs, but customers in Europe are no different
to those in Asia or globally for that matter. They all want
quality; they want assurance of supply; the chance of cost
savings; and to know how you intend to bring them and their
end customers greater value.”

According to Pecchioli a large number of Tier 2 and 3
companies are looking beyond the traditional ‘entirely
franchise’ or ‘entirely independent’ distribution models.

11 August 2015    www.newelectronics.co.uk12

A third way
Jed Pecchioli explains to Neil Tyler why America II is targeting 
Tier 2 and 3 companies

America II stocks
around 4billion

components at its
St Petersburg

distribution centre
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INTERVIEW        JED PECCHIOLI

“We need to offer a more ‘intelligent’ supply chain,” he
contends, “one that understands the needs of customers
over time. One thing that tends to differentiate America II is
the fact that we hold stock.”

And rather a lot of it; the company holds around 4billion
components at its St Petersburg distribution centre.

“For larger distributors, inventory is seen as a liability; for
me, it is an asset. America II operates a ‘load and chase’
distribution model, so while we may buy in stock for a
particular customer, that stock will open up opportunities
with other customers.”

America II, which has spent the last 18 months building
its franchise lines, will have more than 70 lines in total by
the end of the year. It currently derives around 10% of its
revenue from franchise lines, but expects that to grow to
30% over the next five years. 

The development of these lines is seen as helping the
company to maintain its strong growth, up 17% alone in
2014.

Adding new lines, however, is just part of the company’s
plans to grow sales. It has invested heavily in new
warehouse capabilities, invested in new sales teams and

expanded the services it provides, ranging from IC
programming to a test laboratory to handle failure analysis.

“One area of particular interest to us is the growing
market for the ‘Internet of Things’,” Pecchioli explains.

“Whoever’s figures you believe (IDC predicts the IoT
market could be worth $4.6trillion by 2018, growing at an
annual rate of 19%), we are on the verge of an enormous

boom in IoT devices,”
Pecchioli believes.

“This market has
attracted the attention of a
growing number of middle
tier companies and we
intend to service their
needs.”

According to Pecchioli,
these companies will be
looking for a high mix/low
volume supplier in what
can be a very complex
supply chain.

“Franchise distributors tend to favour larger customers
looking for higher volume, higher margin supplies. They are
not keen to hold stock.”

Many companies in the IoT space also tend to rely on
older components, especially if they are more cost effective.

“Franchise distributors aren’t positioned to supply out of
production parts, while ‘independent’ distributors are always
able to guarantee volumes or supply,” he notes.

According to Pecchioli, many OEMs and ODMs operating
in this particular market are forced to use a combination of
franchise and independents in order to get the balance of
services they need. “This approach can be both time
consuming and expensive,” he suggests.

“Because of the way in which we have positioned
ourselves, we can supply a wide range of reliable, high
volume, guaranteed franchise lines, as well as boutique and
heritage lines. However, these businesses are also going to
value some wider ‘open market’ capabilities and value-add
services, such as inventory management where appropriate.

“There is a ‘third way,’ Pecchioli concludes, “and we want
to help those businesses in the second and third tiers to
get a slice of the IoT action.”

www.newelectronics.co.uk    11 August 2015 13

Jed Pecchioli

Jed Pecchioli joined America II in 2005 as global EMS
account manager, following 18 years at leading franchise
electronics distribution companies, with roles including
field sales representative and strategic accounts
manager.
He was named vice president of Asia operations in
October 2011 and was promoted to president of APAC
and EMEA operations in October 2013.

“Customers in Europe are
no different to those in
Asia or globally. They all
want quality; they want
assurance of supply; the
chance of cost savings;
and to know how you
intend to bring them and
their end customers
greater value.”
Jed Pecchioli
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When we have a serious conversation with a
close friend, we depend on the fact that they
know a lot about us, which enables them to
anticipate what we might say and do in

particular circumstances. And that means they can give us
useful advice.

If the proponents of the emerging field of anticipatory
computing (AC) are right, that is exactly what mobile devices
can now do – and will do much more of very soon. A coming
together of advances in hardware and software is creating
portable devices that offer personal services, based on vast
amounts of data about every individual who uses them –
which, today, is nearly all of us.

First generation AC products have taken the form of
intelligent assistants, such as Siri (on iOS) and Google Now
(on Android). Others include MindMeld, developed by San
Francisco based Expect Labs, which uses natural language
processing to understand a user’s context and needs and
deliver relevant information, often before anything specific
has been asked for. Cortana, for the Windows Phone, is
similar. Many developers believe AC based on advanced
machine learning and using excellent speech recognition
interfaces will create an irresistible combination within the
next few years.

New wave of predictive text 
An early pioneer of AC is London based SwiftKey, which
developed an input method for Android devices. Based on a
blend of AI technologies, it can predict the next word the
user intends to type. SwiftKey learns from previous
messages and outputs predictions based on currently input
text and what it has learned. 

Company cofounder and CTO Ben Medlock says the
emergence of AC is the result of a concerted effort across
both academia and industry over the last decade or so to
understand the application of machine learning techniques
to real world problems, driven by unprecedented access to
digital data. “The next wave of predictive systems will be
based on techniques that are differentiated by their ability to
learn a flexible, powerful representation of the world around
them. Recent systems based on neural networks operating
on vector space models using deep learning principles are
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“We are with our
phones at all
times. They are
in our pockets,
purses, beside
our bed. Such a
pervasive use of
the device,
together with the
sensing
capabilities,
means phones
can be trained to
know exactly
what we are
doing at all
times.”
Velijko Pejovic

How the computing power in a smartphone
is set to enable a new level of intelligent
assistance. By David Boothroyd.
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one example of this,” Medlock says. “I think we’ll start to
see some progress in hardware designed along architectural
lines that are directly supportive of methods such as those
described above. IBM’s SyNAPSE chip is an early example.”

Surprisingly, perhaps, the seeds of AC were sown in the
1980s, according to Velijko Pejovic, assistant Professor of
Computer and Information Science at the University of
Ljubljana, who has close ties with the University of
Birmingham.

“The theory behind AC has been developing since the
1980s, yet we’ve had very few practical realisations,” he
says. “The main reason for the lack of AC applications
was the disconnect between the real world and the
anticipatory models.”

Modern mobile technologies are bridging this gap for
several reasons. First, they combine an array of sensors
undreamt of a decade ago – such as accelerometers, GPS
chips, cameras and microphones. This means today’s
smartphones can be fully aware of their surrounding context. 

“Second, the culture around the mobile phone – and that
of emerging wearable devices – makes them the most
ubiquitous and personal device in history,” Pejovic says. “We
are with our phones at all times. They are in our pockets,
purses, beside our bed. Such a pervasive use of the device,
together with the sensing capabilities, means phones can be
trained to know exactly what we are doing at all times.”

Quality data is crucial
The result is that our mobiles will predict what we are about
to do. Only now has hardware reached the point where it is
possible for them to run such software efficiently.

“Different approaches – such as Bayesian networks,
Markov chains and neural networks – are used for different
purposes, like location prediction or image recognition,”
Pejovic says. “But, in the end, it is crucial for the model to
be trained on a lot of quality data.”

Thomas van Manen is a researcher who recently
produced a report on AC for VINT, part of London based IT
company Sogeti. To describe the coming together of
technologies and software underlying AC, he cites advances
in SMACT, (Social, Mobile, Analytics, Cloud and Things). 

“SMACT makes possible highly contextualised systems
that can serve us in a personalised and anticipatory way,”
van Manen says. “Siri and Google Now are the first steps
into a new generation of AC systems.” 

Today’s mobile hardware may be impressive, but there is
more to come because we are still limited to sensing the
external physical environment, Pejovic explains. 

“For the future, we are developing models that aim to
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infer if a person is interruptible or not. For example, will
sending a message at a particular time result in a person
actually picking up the phone and reading the message? Will
the person be annoyed by the message or not? While we
found initially that data like the phone’s acceleration, location
and time of day can signal a user’s attentiveness, many
other relevant variables remain hidden from a smartphone’s
sensors. For example, is a person deeply engaged in working
on a project with a tight deadline or are they just
browsing the Web? Sensors measuring a
galvanic skin response or a heart rate, which can
be embedded in smart watches, for example, will
provide more insights about the user’s internal
state and help us predict interruptibility more
accurately.”

What’s standing in the way?
What are potential obstacles to AC? The most
frequently cited is privacy. “Take sound sensing
for example,” Pejovic says. “Suppose there is an
app that predicts the length of a discussion,
based on the initial turn taking in a meeting.
Here, ethics would require that all involved
parties are aware of and compliant to the
conversation being recorded. At the same time, we can
devise technical solutions that maintain the privacy of third
parties. We can discard raw speech data and keep only an
indicator stating if a current sound frame carries a human
voice or not, but we can assign anonymous IDs to persons
in a conversation. Finally, thanks to the advances in
computing hardware, we can do all the processing on the
phone, without ever sending the data to a cloud where the
data might leak.”

Van Manen believes privacy is one of three potential
obstacles to AC. “Anticipatory/predictive computing
benefits from data that is a personal as possible. Also, it
needs to track a user 24/7 to learn about behaviour. This
means users must give companies a carte blanche for
tracking and harvesting personal data in return for great
services – or at least they hope so. This is not so different
from the current debate whether Gmail is free or not.
Trading privacy for services is just as hard coded in the
digital age as 1s and 0s.

“The second is hacking. In a scenario where biometric
data is part of your personal anticipatory system, this can
get ugly. It might also be a bigger deal to you if your
thermostat or smart lock gets hacked, compared to an
Instagram account. It might also make crime easier.”

A possible scenario would be hacking into a smart
energy meter to see if the temperature settings were set to
‘at home’ or ‘away’. In that way, a burglar could ensure no
one is home when they break into a house. 

“The third is that AC systems are a vendor ‘lock in’
waiting to happen. Will all your systems, devices, and
services work together, no matter which logo they are
branded with? Probably not. And AC systems obviously
benefit from an all things integrated approach.”

SwiftKey’s Medlock agrees that AC could face potential

problems in terms of mainstream adoption.
“Many people are uncomfortable with companies having

access to data which may be personal or sensitive. Certain
types of AI based computing, such as that found within
SwiftKey, require this sort of access in order to operate
properly. We use machine learning to improve and tailor our
word predictions for users, based on what they have typed
previously, resulting in a demonstrably faster and easier

writing experience. 
“Companies will need to find a way to

communicate such benefits to users in a way
that assuages privacy fears. Part and parcel
with this, however, is the responsibility these
organisations then have to protect and care for
this data. If this power is abused, it will put the
future of this industry in jeopardy.”

Another challenge is overcoming a general
public bias against artificial intelligence (AI),
boosted by comments from the likes of Elon
Musk and Stephen Hawking, who have warned
that the advancement of AI is a threat to the
human race. Medlock does not buy that
message. “If the history of AI is characterised by
anything, it’s over optimism. Many people since

Turing have overestimated our ability to replicate the
intelligence of the human brain.”

Who might use AC?
Is AC limited to use by individuals, or could large
corporations or governments use it? Pejovic thinks the
latter is unlikely. He draws a distinction between prediction
and anticipatory action based on what a system predicts.

“An AC application for an individual might book a taxi from
an airport proactively and adjust the taxi pickup time
according to a predicted delay of the user’s flight. The cost of
a wrong prediction is not that high and the impact is limited
to a single individual. In the case of governments or
corporations, predictions will likely become an integral part of
the business intelligence. But we are unlikely to see large
organisations trusting their business to an AC system.” 

Van Manen believes the main difference centres on the
outcome of processing big data. 

“For the individual, all the big data in the world eventually
boils down to presenting the small amount of data that
matter to you. Also, the data sets that we as individuals may
benefit from are a lot smaller and will require less processing
and analytical power. The outcome for individuals will be a
more automated environment based on preferences. 

“For companies, AC might also be about replacing
human work. I have seen a demo at a Dutch bank of
IBM’s Watson. The anticipatory/predictive computing
power in this situation was all about routine tasks like
reports and updates, market analysis and risk
calculation. The power of Watson, combined with
awareness of upcoming events and things that happen in
the world, will result in fewer jobs at that bank.”
If that happens on a large scale, we all might need a
computer that is also a friend.
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predictive systems
will be based on
techniques that

are differentiated
by their ability to
learn a flexible,

powerful
representation of
the world around

them.”
Ben Medlock
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significant improvement in standards
and the availability of high-reliability
products. The use of commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) products, instead of
custom designs each time, is helping
distributors to create a role for
themselves, which can make a real
difference.

The defence industry has very
specific requirements and distributors
need to understand these, adapting
supply chains and procurement
channels to cater to them more
effectively. 

“Buyers within the defence
industry typically want to purchase
products in low quantities and are
driven by quality and integrity, though
that’s not to say that speed of delivery
and service aren’t also of importance
in their decision process,” says Phil
Gee, director corporate OEM/CEM at
Farnell element14.

“It’s this move to lower quantities
and designs or jobs with a quick
turnaround that presents a challenge –
with many distributors and suppliers
only shipping parts on full reels or in
large batches, which goes against the
need to reduce costs and focus purely
on what’s needed. At the same time,
quick delivery and specific orders
needs to be matched with high-
reliability and traceability.”

Engaging with customers
“Visibility to the end customer is
something that most of our suppliers
value,” explains Leys. “The other thing
that we do is to engage with the end
customer, so that we can ensure we
are offering technical advice, expertise
and support throughout the process.
So it isn’t really about creating new
processes, but adapting existing
processes to ensure that the best
level of service is still given.”

Anticipating and responding to the
complexity associated with the
defence market with a comprehensive
suite of solutions is seen as critical to
success.

“Over the years, we’ve made
significant changes in how we support
customers in the defence and
aerospace markets, some of which
required the development of a number
of peripheral services, designed to

A
t a time when Europe is faced
with a growing number of
complex security challenges,
there are increasing concerns

that it is not spending enough on
defence.

Almost none of Nato’s European
members have met their commitment
to spend 2% cent of GDP on defence;
while the UK recently committed to
maintaining defence spending at 2%,
Germany and Italy continue to cutback,
while France is on course for a flat
defence budget. When many countries
are grappling with budget constraints,
defence is a hard sell to public opinion
and extra defence spending is not
seen as a high priority.

Profound impact
The UK and European defence
markets have, in essence, been in
decline for some time and, according
to Paul Leys, Hi-Rel/Space Marketing
Manager at Avnet Memec-Silica:
“Because of that, and due to the fact
that a large proportion of the market in
these regions is dependent on the US,
the smaller amount of money being
spent on defence is having a profound
impact on all European businesses
working in this sector.” 

A number of big European
programms have been cancelled, like
the German Euro Hawk, while other big
programmes like Eurofighter, have
been disappointing in terms of
international sales. 

In the face of what is expected to
be weak growth in the market over the
next five years, customers are
amending their cost structures. 

“New cost structures will need to
be based on a lower level of business
and will need to become much more
efficient,” argues Leys. “One of the
changes we have seen because of this
trend is that a number of our
traditional defence customers have
been transferring their production to
EMS contract manufacturing
companies, resulting in a growing
number of the EMS companies
promoting themselves as specialists
in the production of boards for defence
customers.”

Defence companies looking to
reduce costs are being helped by a

Going
that 

extra
mile

How are distributors adapting to

a rapidly changing defence

market? Neil Tyler reports.
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committed proactively to the defence
industry, others that could be
considered as a little bit more
reluctant to supply the defence
industry, and there are those that don’t
support it all. 

“For a supplier who has to make its
product obsolete, there are number of
solutions. For example, there are
companies who are specialised in
storing dies and packaged components
so those customers involved in long
projects can still continue to produce
products,” he explains.

According to Leys, working
effectively with the defence industry
requires a real partnership between
supplier and customer because of the
nature of the business. 

“There are companies which are
committed to supporting the market
for the long term – they are much
easier to do business with for our
customers.”

ensure CEMs, including the defence
market, received the most relevant
service possible. Of these services,
ensuring we could provide full
component traceability was the most
important,” says Gee.

Critically, anti-counterfeiting
legislation, guaranteeing quality,
related safety concerns and stricter
government regulations have placed
intense pressure on the distribution
market. 

According to Gee, as outsourcing
increases, distributors will find that
having the ability to provide
comprehensive traceability information
on request will play a vital role in the
acquisition of defence customers and
their retention.

“Legislation such as RoHS and
WEEE and certificates such as ISO add
to the importance of traceability,
making it a legal requirement for
manufacturers to self-declare
compliance and to respond to
traceability queries on demand. In fact,
traceability of components is an
essential requirement of any
manufacturing business in the defence
sector. Should an issue arise,
traceability helps mitigate liability –
giving greater insight into where the
issue lies and which products have
been impacted, greatly increasing
safety,” Gee says.

Leys says suppliers can be divided
into a number of different groups. 

“There are suppliers who are

The defence and aerospace
markets have always been some of the
most exciting for new technologies and
challenges and, for those in the
distribution business, a lot has
changed in the last few years. 

As an example, Leys highlights the
fact that, with lower volumes, there is
less need for ASICs, which means a
greater demand for FPGAs. This has
led, in turn, to security playing a more
important role in order to prevent
hackers gaining access to the content
of the FPGA.

“There is also a huge need for the
highest performing data processing
equipment to process the massive
amounts of data are continuously
being gathered through surveillance.
So optics is also a key trend and one
of the core markets,” he suggests.

Customers are moving away from
custom designs and obsolete
products, so need to guarantee the
reliability and traceability of every part
of their design. They also need to be
able to buy exactly what’s required to
minimise stock and to ensure they
meet the latest legislation and
standards.

“That is the challenge for
distributors,” Leys concludes. “It
means we need to adjust our offering
from ‘one size fits all’, whilst offering
the high-service and support the
market demands, without forcing
customers to spend more than they
need.”

DEFENCE DISTRIBUTION

“The other thing
that we do is to engage

with the end customer, so
that we can ensure we are
offering technical advice,

expertise and support
throughout the

process.”
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components. Unlike many other
companies, it has a £1million test lab
which it uses to determine the
authenticity of components it sources
that do not have full manufacturer’s
tracing documentation. Robust quality
and inspection procedures have been
put in place so when, in 2008, it
ordered and received a batch of parts
from Epic, it tested every part.

Astute takes testing further than
visual inspection and functional test; it
uses scanning electron microscopy to
check if the part has the right marking
and materials. It also has a library of
known good parts, so if a component
shows up with a different material

construction, it can
be identified as a
fake. An analogy
would be that Astute
can check the DNA
of a device against
that of one proven to
be true in order to
determine whether or
not the part is
genuine or
counterfeit.

P
eter Picone is currently
awaiting sentencing for
conspiracy to traffic in
counterfeit military goods. A

lengthy prison sentence is expected.
The fall out relating to this case is not
limited to the US military, since
companies worldwide have sourced
components through Picone’s
companies Epic International
Electronics and, previously, Tytronix. 

The Picone case dates back to April
2012, when FBI agents raided Epic’s
headquarters. The following year,
Picone was formally charged on eight
counts, including conspiring to traffic in
counterfeit goods, conspiring to traffic
in counterfeit military goods, trafficking
in counterfeit goods, conspiring to
commit wire fraud and conspiring to
commit money laundering. All charges
resulted from the importing of
counterfeit semiconductors from China
for resale in the US. 

Last June, Picone pleaded guilty to
one count of conspiracy to traffic in
counterfeit military goods – a relatively
recent federal offence introduced as
part of the US’ National Defense
Authorization Act of 2011. 

The problem of counterfeit
components is not new, but high
visibility prosecutions, like that of
Picone, are forcing the issue into
focus. Simply put, if you are supplying
equipment to US defence companies,
you need to be 100% sure that all the
components you have used are
genuine or you too could face arrest,
charges and incarceration. 

The Picone case is far-reaching
because his brokerage companies
were used by many household names
to acquire hard-to-source parts. 

Astute Electronics specialises in
supplying hard-to-find and obsolete

When tested, the parts supplied by
Epic failed to satisfy the company’s
quality inspectors that they were what
they were claiming to be. The parts
were rejected and Epic was black
listed.

Remember that US regulations now
demand that sub-system suppliers in
the supply chain must approve all non-
traceable parts used and to show they
have taken appropriate measures to
ensure they are using genuine
components. How can they do this
without demanding the appropriate
quality tests? 

Truthfully, they can’t. But the
problem is not limited to Pirone’s
companies; there are instances of
suppliers which, on close examination,
are ‘headquartered’ in rooms above a
pub. And some of these parts are
being used on missile programs. 

Astute sits on many international
committees and is about to be
certified to AS6081; the quality
certification that standardises the
requirements for distributors in the
procurement of parts, detection of
counterfeits and establishment of
quality management processes,
making it the only European company
to have this qualification.

Despite that accreditation, Astute
was six years ahead of the industry in
identifying Pirone’s companies as
dealing in counterfeit parts. Vigorous
testing certainly pays.

Mark Shanley is Astute Electronics’
international business manager 

DEFENCE COUNTERFEIT COMPONENTS

Can you
sleep easy?

Scanning electron
microscopy can be
used to check
whether parts have
the right markings
and materials

A high profile prosecution

has forced the issue of

counterfeit components

into the spotlight. Mark
Shanley looks at the

implications for suppliers.
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include the ability to withstand
shocks of up to 100g and vibration of
up to 50g, in addition to operating
over temperatures ranging from -55 to
125°C.

Other technologies pushing the
boundaries of high-temperature
operation include Kemet’s T501 and
T502 solid tantalum capacitors.
Although designed for down-hole
applications, the ability to operate at
temperatures of up to 215 or 230°C
makes these capacitors viable for
defence and aerospace applications.

PHS capacitors
Relatively new, the Polymer
Hermetically Sealed (PHS) capacitor
offers measureable performance
advantages in COTS applications,
with higher resilience to shock,
vibration and high temperatures,
compared to other capacitor
technologies. In comparison with
solid tantalum capacitors, for
example, PHS technology achieves
lower equivalent series resistance
(ESR) and greater stability over both
temperature and voltage. They also
improve leakage current compared to
aluminium electrolytics and can be
used as a cost-effective alternative to
wet tantalum capacitors.

Kemet’s T551 series of PHS
capacitors (see fig 2) is a higher-
temperature version of the T550
series, some values of which have
been qualified for high reliability flight
and space applications. With a
temperature range of up to 125°C and
voltages up to 60V, T551 capacitors
are said to offer the highest voltage
and deliverable energy, combined with
the lowest leakage current, compared
to other solid tantalum capacitors. A
robust anode and a benign failure

T
he materials and technologies
being used to manufacture
components are changing and
providing designers with

components that are capable of
delivering higher performance and
greater stability.

Wet tantalum capacitors are one
example of where a new generation of
products and performance has been
introduced. As the preferred capacitor
technology for filtering, energy storage
and energy conversion applications,
wet tantalum capacitors are typically
used where their high energy density
contributes to reducing the overall size
of the end-product. 

The energy density achieved by the
latest generation of tantalum
capacitors, such as Exxellia’s WT83
series, is up to six times greater than
that of the standard CLR81 or MIL-C-
39006/25 device (see fig 1). The
resulting savings in board space can
also help to reduce the size and
overall weight of end-products, which
can be critical for defence and space
applications.

Other performance parameters

mode are also particularly important
criteria for defence and aerospace
applications.

In COTS applications, the option of
additional quality assurance or
manufacturing processes, such as
simulated breakdown screening
(SBDS) and F-Tech testing, can help to
ensure the long-term robustness and
reliability of components.

F-Tech, an improved approach to
anode manufacturing, is designed to
minimise the carbon and oxygen
content of the anode. In tantalum and
niobium capacitors, these elements
can cause crystallisation of the
anodic oxide dielectric and lead to
failure in the field.

In comparison, the patented SBDS
process improves on the traditional DC
leakage test by enabling 100% of the
product to be screened. A higher
breakdown voltage indicates a
stronger dielectric and higher reliability
in the field. This allows the component
manufacturer to screen for the most
reliable capacitors from a given lot. 

The combination of F-Tech testing
and SBDS can be used to test
capacitors intended for use in power
supplies, DC/DC conversion, filtering
and microprocessor decoupling in
applications such as guidance, radar,
targeting and communication systems.

Advances in resistor technologies
include the Water Insoluble Nitride
(WIN) thin-film resistors, developed by
TT Electronics Welwyn. These provide
highly stable, predictable life drift and
high reliability, even in exceptionally
humid or polluted environments or in
the event of damage to the
component’s coating. 

When their coating is damaged, the
devices can self-passivate by forming a
very stable oxide layer which protects

The way ahead
Components such as capacitors, resistors and power supplies, 

can now deliver much higher levels of performance, 

as Debbie Rowland explains.
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Fig 1: The latest wet
tantalum capacitors
can offer up to six
times the energy
density of standard
parts
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Developed and patented by power-
supply manufacturer MTM Power, this
approach is being used in ultra-durable
and waterproof ‘plug and play’ power
supply modules.

Typically, conventional power
supplies are installed in cabinets or
enclosures that provide IP67 level
protection against the ingress of dust,
humidity or water. In comparison,
MTM’s PM-IP67 modules provide the
same level of protection in a plug and
play module for field-based
applications.

The modules are resistant to shock
and vibration, as well as dust and
humidity, in addition to being free from
the effects of mechanical stress and
the ingress of air. Efficient heat
dissipation from the integrated power
semiconductors also enables an
extended service life-time. The

encapsulation material is also self-
extinguishing, according to UL94-V0.

Typical applications for these
AC/DC converter modules include
supplying power for control, sensor
and actuating systems or as portable
supplies in communication systems. 

The modules cover single output
voltages of 5, 12, 15, 24, 36 and 48V
and single output powers of 50, 75
and 100W, with an option of 200W for
single and dual outputs.

New passive and power-supply
technologies can help designers in the
defence and aerospace markets to
improve performance by enabling
systems to operate at higher
temperatures and higher voltages and
with higher reliability. 

Debbie Rowland is a director at
Charcroft Electronics

DEFENCE      PASSIVES & POWER

the resistor from the moisture failures
associated with nichrome resistors. 

Testing against the MIL-PRF-55342
standard has demonstrated that WIN
resistors surpass the required
performance for shock, low- and high-
temperature operation, short-time
overload, biased damp heat and
moisture resistance. The terminations
of the standard WIN resistors are
sulphur-resistant, whilst Pb
terminations may be offered as an
option for RoHS-exempt applications. 

Waterproof power supplies
Another patented technology which is
helping to make power supplies rugged
enough to be used to supply portable
or decentralised power, even in
extreme applications such as naval or
combat operations, is thermoselective
vacuum encapsulation technology.

Fig 2: Some PHS
capacitors have been
qualified for high
reliability flight and
space applications
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and external fault detection.
Meanwhile, offset error drift is 80%
lower than competitive solutions.” 

The ADS1262 and ADS1263 are
low noise, low drift delta-sigma A/D
converters running at up to
38.4ksample/s. They feature an
integrated PGA with a gain from 1 to
32, reference and internal fault
monitors. The ADS1263 also features
an auxiliary 24bit delta-sigma A/D
converter intended for background
measurements. “You can also use the
24bit A/D for diagnostics,” Lizon
pointed out, “or use it for cold junction
temperature compensation.”

According to Analog Devices, the
AD7177-2 integrates key analogue and
digital signal conditioning blocks to

W
hile the world of the
microcontroller has
embraced the concept of
32bit data wholeheartedly,

the world of data conversion has not
been so fortunate. Although it has
been possible to create a 32bit data
converter, it hasn’t happened because
noise rendered the extra resolution
unusable.

But two recent developments have
taken data conversion into the 32bit
domain: Analog Devices has launched
the AD7717-2, while Texas Instruments
has unveiled the ADS1262/1263. Both
have based their products on the
sigma-delta approach.

TI says that, previously, those
specifying a high resolution A/D
converter had to trade-off against
noise or low offset drift. The ADS1262
and 1263 are said to eliminate these
trade-offs, maximising performance in
a range of applications.

Mark Murphy, sigma-delta converter
product marketing manager with
Analog Devices, said: “Until now, there
was no point in building a 32bit
converter if the signals were going to
be swamped by noise. But we’ve now
got noise to the point where the
additional resolution of a 32bit
converter can be used by customers.
It’s been a bit of a balancing act, but
we’re now at the point where 32bit
resolution is achievable.”

The two companies aren’t building
32bit converters because they can;
both are responding to demand. Bryan
Lizon, a product marketer from TI’s
precision data conversion group, said
users are looking for high accuracy
and integration. “High end applications
like test and measurement are moving
beyond 24bit, so there is a need for
better accuracy.”

Lizon noted the largest market for
the ADS1262 and 1263 is likely to be
programmable logic controllers (PLCs).
“The previous generation of data
converters – the 24bit ADS1255 and
1256 – was designed for PLCs and a
large PLC manufacturer helped us to
define these new parts,” he added.

Murphy said he sees demand for
32bit converters being pushed by the
instrumentation sector. “It’s those with
demanding sensor applications,” he

continued, “including analytical
instruments and medical devices. But
we also see demand from high
accuracy PLC applications and from
the seismic world. In all of these
applications, customers are looking to
resolve smaller signals.”

Lizon said there are three main
reasons for interest in 32bit
converters such as the ADS1262/3.
“Apart from the need for an effective
number of bits (ENOB) of more than
24, we also see a requirement for
greater system reliability and lower
offset drift. Industry 4.0, in general,
needs greater reliability and it’s not
just the system; it means every part in
the system. Integrated monitoring and
diagnostic features support internal

Keeping the
noise down
How low noise has enabled the world of A/D

conversion to move to 32bit resolution. 

By Graham Pitcher.
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targeting the ADS1262/3.”
Analog Devices design engineer

Adrian Sherry pointed out: “The
classical application for an SAR
converter is single sample, single
result. You won’t get SAR to 32bit
resolution. You could oversample to
get higher resolution out of SAR, but
sigma-delta is naturally oversampled.”

As both companies point out, noise
is the issue when you get to 32bit
resolution and both are keen to
highlight the low noise levels of their
respective parts. In TI’s case, the
ADS1262/3 generates just 7nV rms
at 2.5sample/s. From the device’s
datasheet, when running at
2.5sample/s in Sinc4 filter mode,
users can expect an ENOB of 26.9,
with 25.0 noise free bits. 

Sherry said the number of noise
free bits available from the converter
was dominated by peak to peak noise.
“The 7177-2 can have more than 24
noise free bits at lower data rates.”
From the device’s datasheet, a noise
of 7nV rms is claimed at 5sample/s,
with an effective resolution of 26.7bit.

Lizon also highlighted noise
performance. “From an AC
perspective,” he claimed, “the ADC1
input of the ADS1262 and the
ADS1263 supports a noise floor of
more than 100dB to 19kHz, and more
than 120dB to 8kHz, with these
measurements taken with respect to
the converter’s full scale input.

allow users to configure an individual
setup for each analogue input channel. 

It notes that integrated true rail to
rail buffers on the analogue and
external reference inputs provide easy
to drive high impedance inputs, while a
precision 2.5V low drift bandgap
internal reference reduces external
component count.

Why have both companies selected
the sigma-delta architecture? “It’s
because of the noise,” Lizon noted.
“You can’t get the low noise
performance or the signal to noise
ratio you need from something like an
SAR architecture. Sigma-delta is
geared towards dealing with slow
moving signals and I think it shines in
the applications at which we’re

“From a DC perspective,” he
continued, “the analogue inputs of the
converters support an ENOB/input
referred noise of more than 20bit for
virtually all data rate, gain and filter
order combinations.”

So is the performance available
from both companies’ 32bit A/D
converters achieved through design
expertise, process technology or a
combination of both? Sherry said it
was a mixture of both. “Finer CMOS
processes allow more digital content
to be integrated onto the device and
that means more opportunity to
correct imperfections, but the process
needs to be linear otherwise the
benefits won’t be translated into
resolution and bits.

“A process that can support a wider
supply range is always important
because you will get more noise free
bits. Meanwhile, analogue design
techniques are always critical,
particularly for power efficiency, and
there are always ‘tweaks’ being made.”

Lizon said the ADS1262/3 used
the same process as the previous
generation of converters. “I see this
as more of a design challenge,” he
said. “It’s about integrating more
features, such as monitoring and
diagnostics; features that weren’t
found in the previous generation.”

Sherry said the AD7177-2 used a
similar core to the 24bit AD7175. “We
have provided the extra resolution
primarily by using digital assistance
and filtering.”

In Murphy’s opinion, one of the
larger design challenges was the front
end. “We wanted to make it easier to
drive the converter at the sampling
rate.” Sherry added that the 7177-2’s
rail to rail buffers made that easier.

Both companies realise that
offering a component is only half of the
job today; a range of support is
available online, including reference
designs and IBIS models. TI has
recently set up the Data Converter
Learning Centre online, allowing
visitors to access technical articles
and  videos blogs.

“It’s about solutions,” Murphy
concluded, “Components alone don’t
cut it any more – customers want
solutions.”

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ANALOGUE DESIGN
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Fig 1: How layers
help Yocto users to
maintain their
software
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Project include the major CPU
vendors, such as Freescale, Intel,
Texas Instruments, AMD and
Broadcom, consumer electronics
companies like LG, Dell and Huawei,
software tools vendors such as
Mentor Graphics, Wind River and
Timesys, and distributors like Silica.
Yocto’s charter focuses on creating a
single build system infrastructure to
address the needs of those using
Poky – or Open Embedded.

At last; some much needed
stability and standardisation in the
‘wild west’ of embedded Linux! 

Layering offers key advantages
Have you heard of layering before?
Other Linux distribution build systems
have claimed the ‘single build
infrastructure’ throne, but Yocto offers
a key advantage over the build systems
that have gone before it – layering.

There’s a new
kid on the block
Yocto is the new kid in the embedded Linux world; it challenges
traditional thinking and solves many embedded Linux problems. 
By Joe Nicholson.

both quality and maintenance. This
means it has been difficult to use
Open Embedded to create stable,
polished Linux distributions.

UK Linux consultancy OpenedHand
tried addressing this issue by creating
‘Poky Linux’, a cut down subset of
Open Embedded. It has a regular
release cycle (half yearly, similar to
desktop Linux distributions such as
Ubuntu) and each release of Poky is
heavily tested and validated on a
number of target hardware platforms. 

In 2008, Intel purchased
OpenedHand and took Poky Linux into
the Linux Foundation as a collaborative
project: the Yocto Project. Although
Intel did much of the work to create
the Yocto Project, Intel’s approach has
been to foster collaboration. Yocto
works just as well on a Freescale ARM
SoC as it does on an Intel SoC.

Current members of the Yocto

E
mbedded Linux should, in
theory, be a great platform for a
smart device; it’s powerful,
feature rich and the source is

not only available, it’s also free!
Historically, though, developing
embedded Linux based products has
often turned out to be surprisingly
traumatic. 

One reason for this trauma is for
the sheer variety of choices and
options: different development
boards, modules and CPU platforms
have resulted in a range of
distributions that differ wildly in their
capabilities. They use different build
systems, kernel versions and library
versions. Some aren’t well
maintained; worse still, some cannot
even be extended.

Frequently, a developer choosing
embedded Linux is faced with two
choices: either bring in a Linux
consultant to create a custom Linux
distribution for their new product; or
use the distribution that’s provided by
their chosen module or SoC platform. 

But either choice can be
problematic: 

• A fully custom Linux distribution,
once developed, will never update over
time. You may need to get the
consultant back in to apply security
updates, add new libraries and
packages and so on. 

•Distributions supplied with
development boards or modules can
be of surprisingly low quality. In fact,
some seem to be intended more as a
demonstration than as a stable,
robust platform for your next product.

Yocto is open source
Enter Yocto. Yocto is an open source
‘standardised custom distribution
builder’ which aims to provide a
stable, tested core Linux framework
for multiple CPU platforms.

Yocto is based on Open Embedded,
which is a mature embedded Linux
build system first developed in 2003.
Open Embedded offers a wide variety
of ‘recipes’ that allow thousands of
Linux packages to be cross built. 

Development of Open Embedded,
however, has been uncoordinated,
resulting in a constantly changing pool
of package recipes that differ wildly in

Yocto layer

Yocto layer

Yocto layer

Updated Yocto layer

Updated Yocto layer

Updated Yocto layer

Customisation layer
with fixes

Customisation layer
with fixes

Fig 1a Original software Fig 1b Updated software
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modifications: you simply update the
lower layers, then check over your
customisation layer for validity post-
update (see fig 1b).

Layering offers other advantages
too. For example, layering makes it
easier to move between CPU platforms,
modules or development boards. 

It’s even possible to build recipes
for your product’s application in higher
level layers. Your entire product
software can therefore be built to a
single output image by a single build
system (see fig 2). Just like RTOS or
bare metal development, one tool can
build an entire Linux based product to
a single output image that can be
used as the master image.

Yocto has many more tricks up its
sleeve. Here’s a quick glimpse: Yocto
allows a product to be extended or
updated from a package feed (in the
same manner as desktop Linux); Yocto
also offers extensive facilities for
monitoring and controlling the software
licences used within your product.

Disadvantages of Yocto
There’s a price to pay for this power
and the Yocto garden isn’t entirely rosy. 

Yocto can be hard to learn initially
and builds can take many hours to
complete on a mid priced PC,
generating more than 50Gbyte of work
data on the host system, rising to more
than 100Gbyte for a fairly complex
graphical Linux build. Lastly, module
vendors moving to Yocto aren’t always
doing so in a way that allows products
to be easily updated over time, thus
reducing Yocto’s usefulness.

However, Yocto is here to stay. CPU
vendors, module vendors and tools
vendors are increasingly adopting
Yocto as a standardised base for their
products, while Intel and Samsung
have announced IoT platforms that
are based around Yocto. 

Thankfully, the Yocto Project is
working to address the learning curve
by developing web based visual
configuration software. At last,
embedded Linux has a credible
standard base!

Author profile:
Joe Nicholson is managing director of
Rufilla (www.rufilla.com).

Fig 2: A single output
image from a single
build system
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“At last; some
much needed
stability and
standardisation in
the ‘wild west’ of
embedded
Linux!”
Joe Nicholson

•Without layers
Let’s look at the traditional approach
to creating a custom embedded Linux
product using a build system, such as
buildroot or Open Embedded Classic. 

First, you start with the basic build
system, which builds a ‘vanilla’ distro.
Next, you add in customisations,
extensions and fixes for your particular
device. Finally, after some work, you
arrive at your fully customised Linux
distribution.

However, as mentioned above, Linux
isn’t static. Security patches come out;
sometimes these are important, such
as fixes for the Shellshock Bash bug or
OpenSSH. Meanwhile, bugs are
corrected, libraries updated, new
features added and new packages
created.

While you need to keep your
product up to date with these
enhancements, a traditional build

system means all your customisations
and fixes have been made within the
base build system itself. Updating to a
new version requires making these
changes afresh on a new version of
the build system. Without significant
work, you’re effectively stuck.

• With layers
The Yocto system comprises of layers
(see fig 1a). The core subset of Open
Embedded sits in the lowest layer.
Higher layers append or alter the
package recipes within the lower
layers, or add new software
packages. To customise Yocto, you
don’t need to change the information
in the layers themselves; instead you
overlay your customisations in a fresh
higher level layer.

This approach has huge
advantages. When a new release of
Yocto/Poky comes out, you no longer
need to recreate your changes and
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Gaia Converter is introducing this
uniquely compact 150W DC-DC
Converter family targeting Defense,
Airborne as well as High end indus-
trial applications: 
The new  MGDS-155 Series 9-45V
and 16-80V input voltage range
makes it ideal for all Defense and Airborne applications with
wide input bus and transients variations: Compliance with Mil-
Std-1275, 704 or DO-160 can be achieved without transient pro-
tection thanks to their input ability of up to 50V/100ms and
100V/100ms respectively while keeping efficiency as high as
92%. This unique performance is achieved thanks to Gaia's pro-
prietary switching techniques.
These DC-DC converters are full featured and available with 5V,
12V, 15V, 24V or 28V output, additional features include the
ability to be synchronized for better EMI control, and a full set of
protections.
Such high performances has been packed in the industry standard
1/4 brick package to help minimise size, weight and power but
are still able to perform from -55°C to +105°C case temperature
without derating to fit the most rugged environmental conditions. 
DO-160, Mil-Std-461/704/1275 or equivalent compliant systems
can be obtained by pairing this MGDS-155 with Gaia's complete
line of  EMI filters, Holdup modules and DC/DC converters for a
complete power architecture up to 300W or more.
Gaia Converter long term availability and support will also
further reduce sourcing issues for these critical parts.

9-45V & 16-80V input
range, 150W DC-DC
converters now in a 1/4
brick package! 
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Getting virtual

T
he digital revolution is still in
its infancy for, while we may
be sharing information
through our smartphones,

tablets and desktop computers,
dumb objects such as fridges,
clothes and furniture are set to
become digitally connected.

Speaking at the imec Technology
Forum in Brussels earlier this year,
Padmasree Warrior, a strategic
advisor at Cisco, noted: “All
industries are being affected and,
whatever vertical you are involved
in, you will have to contend not only
with new technologies, but also new
competitors, new business models
and the pressure for more and
faster innovation – all of which are
combining to provide a unique and
profound moment for us all.” 

Warrior talked about the gigantic
streams of data being generated by
sensors being deployed in cars,
machinery in factories and from
those worn on the body as the
‘next big revolution’. 

According to Warrior: “We are
connecting not just devices, but
also people to processes, data and
things. It truly is the Internet of
Everything.”

When you consider that just
0.6% of the physical world is
connected, then the connectivity
load on the network necessary to
enable the Internet of Things will be
enormous – whether that is as a
result of cloud computing, Big Data
analysis or the growing use of video
and streaming media.

There is going to be a relentless,
exponentially increasing demand for
more data centres and the current
trajectory, according to a Data

Is the software defined
data centre an inevitability?
By Neil Tyler
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Center Journal article, is that data
centre traffic is expected to hit
7.7zettabytes (1021) annually by 2017. 

“In the future, data centres will
evolve so that processing is
optimised for the specific workloads
that a given data centre operates,”
suggests Giles Peckham, regional
marketing director, Xilinx. “In addition,
as the scale and performance
required continues to expand, you will
see the increase in architectures to
enable the networking and storage in
a data centre to change to enable low
latency and high performance scaling
to hyper data centre levels.”

“The real challenge for data centres
is that the rate of growth of big data is
higher than the rate of growth of
memory bandwidth and networking
access bandwidth from CPUs,” says
Mike Strickland, director of strategic
technical marketing, Altera. 

Power consumption is another
issue that will have to be addressed
as it is set to rise astronomically, if left
unchecked. 

“MPUs provide good performance,
but suffer from high power
consumption,” suggests Peckham.
“Software engineers find them the
easiest devices to program but, in
order to solve the performance
portion of the data centre problem,
many companies have been creating
equipment with graphics processing
units (GPUs) or CPU systems
accelerated by GPU cards. GPUs have
performance that is far superior to
CPUs in data centre applications.” 

Unfortunately, GPU power
consumption is even worse. “Together,
the performance is extremely fast, but
power consumption is abysmal,”
Peckham contends.
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compiler is also a foundation to offer
high level language interfaces in the
future.

Peckham believes a software-
defined development environment will
enable new levels of design team
productivity and expand the reach of
FPGAs, SoCs and 3D ICs to a much
larger user base of software engineers. 

“One new development
environment – SDAccel – enables data
centre equipment programmers with
no FPGA experience to program FPGAs
for data centre and cloud computing
infrastructure equipment using
OpenCL, C or C++,” he explains. 

The resulting FPGA based
equipment will be able to offer much
better performance/Watt than GPU
and CPU-based equipment. 

Data centres will need to advance
their software defined capability as
they continue to grow in size and
increasingly need to be reoptimised for
the applications they run.

Peckham concludes: “In the longer
term, the trend toward virtualisation
will continue. The key underlying
requirement for the physical network
will be to be able to deliver the
performance and latency requirements
the network requires to support
virtualisation.

“This will drive increasing demand
for high performance, low latency and
highly reconfigurable solutions
capable of optimising the physical
network to deliver the metrics a
specific application or workload
requires.”

COMMUNICATIONS DESIGN NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
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Strickland adds that Intel and
Microsoft are seeing increased
integration of FPGAs with CPUs, with
up to a third of cloud service provider
server nodes forecast to be using
FPGAs by 2020. 

Microsoft has revealed that it is
using FPGAs to accelerate Bing search,
neural algorithms and ‘smart NICs’,”
he says. “FPGAs can help with better
text compression, encryption, filtering
and deduplication of data before it
reaches the CPU.”

“Many companies are turning to an
FPGA centric approach in which they
pair FPGAs with other processors to
maximise data centre equipment
performance,” says Peckham.
“Vendors have demonstrated that a
discrete FPGA paired with a discrete
CPU raises power per card minimally,
but improves performance
dramatically, yielding a significant
improvement in performance/Watt.

“Others believe that performance/
Watt can be further improved with a
chip that combines an x86 processor
core interconnected to FPGA logic on a
single SoC.”

FPGAs and SoCs make it possible
for the life of a design to be extended
and to adapt to changing
requirements, introducing new features
and complying with evolving data
centre standards.

Data centre of the future
The data centre of the future will need
to be open, secure, automated and
most importantly, application relevant.
As a result, according to both Peckham
and Strickland, automation in the form
of the emerging software defined data
centre will continue to advance. As
data centres continue to scale to
larger and larger numbers of servers,
they will need to be able to redefine
themselves around evolving workloads
and the applications they need to run.

For many, the software defined data
centre is inevitable as it is more agile,
secure and scalable than even the
latest hardware defined data centre
(HDDC) architectures. 

According to its proponents, in this
type of data centre, infrastructure is
virtualised, delivered as a service and
controlled by software. It is already

being used by some of the largest
cloud operators, such as Google,
Facebook and Amazon. 

According to HDDC’s critics, it is
costly and time consuming to
implement, stifles innovation, binds
organisations to specific hardware and,
as a result, is less flexible.

Development happens much faster
in software than it does in hardware
and when software is separated from
hardware, both will be able to evolve
independently. 

The fact that network virtualisation
can mean that new applications can
be deployed in minutes is also an
attraction to business managers.

Data centre developers tend to be
accustomed to programming x86-
based architectures and come from a
pure software programming
background. 

In response, the OpenCL language
was designed to help developers move
CPU programs to faster GPUs. 

“Over the last two years, OpenCL

has evolved and customers are now
able to target FPGAs” says Peckham.
“This development is opening up new
possibilities for future data centre
equipment architectures and even
ubiquitous networks.”

“In the past,” says Strickland, “the
lack of a programmer friendly interface
was certainly a challenge. Altera has
been providing an OpenCL interface for
a few years now, which has
demonstrated strong results. This
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“MPUs provide
good
performance,
but suffer from
high power
consumption”
Giles Peckham

“The real
challenge for
data centres is
that the rate of
growth of big
data is higher
than the rate of
growth of
memory
bandwidth and
networking
access bandwidth
from CPUs”
Mike Strickland
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A
trade show is a highly effective
platform to raise awareness of your
new product, discuss collaborative
work within your technology or sector,

as well as an ideal opportunity to gain
inspiration, secure funding and seek out
advice. Be cautious, however, that lack of IP
planning doesn’t mean losing more than you
stand to gain in a competitive marketplace.

IP rights are all about enabling business
opportunities and mitigating risk.  With the
right IP strategy in place, which need not be
complex, you can sign up for the show
confident that your product is protected,
before you give away all your secrets. Without
such a strategy in place, you can end up
‘shooting yourself in the foot’ by telling your
competitors your new idea. At the same time,
you stop yourself from protecting your new
idea. Once your IP is secured by having an
application filed, a trade show may well offer a
practical and cost-effective opportunity to
identify potential infringers, or counterfeit
products, potentially well before their market
presence is established and when the threats
are still manageable. 

Innovators should consider the range of
options available to protect their products
prior to attendance at any trade show. 

So what is your pre-show IP checklist?

• Registered designs
Registered designs protect the appearance of
a particular product or promotional material,
or important aspects of them. In electronics,
the distinctive appearance of a particular
product is sometimes crucial to the success
of that product. In wearable technology, for
example, appearance is a critical aspect of
product differentiation. In order to protect this
distinctive appearance, manufacturers need
to consider protecting the appearance using
registered designs. In Europe, designs can be
registered on a national or EU bases.

Especially useful is a Community registered
design since this can offer low cost, but
effective, protection for up to 25 years; not
just in the UK, but also in all 28 EU member
states. The speed at which protection for
designs can be obtained is, without doubt,
one of its most attractive features; most
applications are accepted within a week or
two and, more often than not, within just a day
or two.

• Patents
Patents protect the way in which a product
operates. Specifically, a patent protects the
way in which the product solves a technical
problem. It is critical here that you should not
publicly disclose your invention or use or sell it

before a patent application has been filed, as
this will almost certainly invalidate any patent.

To be granted a patent an invention must
be new, inventive (not obvious) and have
practical (industrial) application. It can take
several weeks to prepare an application and
from two to five years for a patent to be
granted, depending on complexity, technology
and industry sector. However, all that you
need to do before a trade show is to file the
application – you need not wait for the patent
to be granted before exhibiting your new
product.  Getting professional advice is
invariably worthwhile as there are many
pitfalls for the uninitiated.

• Trade marks
A particular brand name or logo used to
market your product can be protected as a
trade mark. Registered trade marks ensure
the goodwill and business reputation built up
under that brand name or logo is protected in
relation to specified goods or services. Back
to our example of wearable technology’ this
would contain features that relate to both
fashion and function, so it will be important to
ensure that trade mark protection is obtained
for both aspects. For example, ‘smart
glasses’ would require protection both for the
glasses themselves and the display device
technology.

Conclusion
Before you broadcast your new product at an
exhibition or trade show, it is important to
protect every aspect of your innovation – from
the appearance of the product and the way in
which it operates to any associated branding.
This synergistic approach to IP will offer
protection should competitors get too close or
should copycat products appear. 

It is well worth obtaining legal advice
before demonstrating a new product at a
trade show. 

Is your IP on show?
New Electronics has partnered with leading intellectual property law firm D Young & Co LLP to offer

guidance to companies on how to protect their IP. In this issue, European patent attorney
Jonathan Jackson says trade shows can be a great way of shouting about what you do,

but make sure you don’t shout too loudly if your IP is not protected. 
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Further detailed information is
available in the Knowledge
Bank or by contacting a
Partner at D Young & Co LLP. Both can be found
at dyoung.com Alternatively, email the author
at jaj@dyoung.com
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Most clock oscillator designs are
based on a gated Pierce oscillator
(see fig 1) that uses an unbuffered
inverter, two capacitors, two resistors
and the quartz crystal. In order to
understand how the circuit operates,
the inverting gate is considered to be
a linear amplifier with gain, phase
and delay constraints – it is not a
logic device working with binary code.

Raw quartz has critical effect
In the case of the IQXO-931, the
oscillator uses an AT-cut crystal, in
either fundamental mode or overtone
mode at frequencies of up to
160MHz, and a low-noise phase
locked loop (PLL) for multiplication up
to frequencies of 1.5GHz. Using
careful control of the production of
the quartz crystal, overall frequency
stabilities of ±30ppm can be

A
critical parameter for electronic
circuits in many applications is
low jitter performance, due to
its influence on data transfer.

Whilst all the components in the overall
circuit contribute to the jitter, the timing
component has the biggest single
impact.

Quartz-based frequency products
have been used for decades as they
offer a highly stable frequency over a
wide operating temperature range
and, despite growing competition
from silicon and MEMS-based
products, they continue to provide
excellent jitter performance.

The latest product to fall within
this category is the IQXO-931, a low
jitter clock oscillator in a 2.5 x 2mm
six pad surface mountable package
that can be specified at frequencies
up to 1.5GHz.

achieved for a 10 year period and
over operating temperatures ranging
from -40 to 85°C.

The quality of the raw quartz,
combined with the accuracy of
production, has a critical effect on a
finished crystal’s frequency stability
over temperature and its jitter
performance. Although quartz occurs
naturally in many locations in the
world, it is far too impure with too
many imperfections to be used in
today’s highly controlled electronics
industry. As a consequence,
techniques developed in the 1930s
are used to grow it synthetically in
autoclaves. By ensuring the synthetic
quartz produced is as pure as
commercially feasible, the
subsequent effects on the phase
noise performance can be minimised. 

The quartz itself has the most

The demands placed upon frequency products manufacturers have never been greater. By Peter Sinclair.

“With the need to
maintain signal
integrity through
ever-lower phase
noise
performance, the
demands placed
upon frequency
products
manufacturers
have never been
greater.”
Peter Sinclair
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effect on jitter close into the carrier
frequency, thereby having a
controlling effect on overall oscillator
performance. The synthetic quartz is
processed by cutting it into bars and
then into wafers. The angle of this
cut, which is made using a highly
precise diamond saw, determines the
final properties and performance of
the finished product. 

The other key parameter to
consider is frequency/temperature
performance; this drift must be kept
to a minimum in order to ensure
performance remains within band; in
other words, how precisely the
frequency is held versus fluctuating
temperature. This needs to be at
least as wide as the application
demands and may need to take into
account any element of external
circuit conditions, such as internal
self heating. 

Cuts cater for different applications
There are many angles of cut which
can be used for different types of
oscillator and the most common is
the AT. This has the advantage of
providing a good stability (typically
less than 50ppm) whilst allowing for
a high yield from the quartz bar,
leading to a cost effective device.
Techniques such as X-Ray selection
are used in selecting the quartz
blank, so a good indication of its
performance can be gleaned prior to
its fitment in the oscillator circuit.

The crystal in the IQXO-931 is
housed in a hermetically sealed
metal lidded ceramic package in
order to minimise the effects of EMI
radiation and to provide suitability for
size critical applications; in particular,
portable or battery powered systems
or devices.

Phase jitter was the key
consideration in the design
philosophy of the IQXO-931. Phase
jitter, a method of describing stability
in the time domain, adds all the
noise sources together and shows
their effect with respect to time. The
time domain shows what the output
looks like over a particular time
period (see fig 2). In the case of the
IQXO-931, phase jitter is less than
0.5ps rms over a bandwidth of 12kHz

to 20MHz and, critically, this applies
for whichever output is specified. In
this respect, users needs to specify
at point of purchase whether they
require a HCMOS, LVPECL or a LVDS
output. In the case of the HCMOS,
this will be a single ended output; in
the case of the latter options, it will
be differential 

There are numerous potential
applications for this product,
including 100G Ethernet. The
advantage the IQXO-931 brings to this
application is the high frequencies that
it can achieve. There is also the
possibility that 100G Ethernet can be
adapted to operate with existing
SONET/SDH digital networks, which
are now widely in place worldwide. For
these applications, it is likely that
frequencies in excess of 400MHz will
need to be considered, which should
not be an issue considering the very
low phase jitter performance of the
oscillator.

Wi-Fi is probably the largest
application by volume for this series
of oscillators, with the proliferation of
portable ‘connected’ devices with
personal computers, video games
consoles, digital cameras and tablets.
The IQXO-931 has a typical current
consumption of around 40mA from a
2.5V or 3.3V supply, making it
suitable for such applications. 

Since this device is likely to be
used in high volume applications, it is
available on tape and reel and is
RoHS compliant. The IQXO-931 is
available across an extensive
frequency range – from 8MHz to
1.5GHz – with many standard
frequencies available. 

The metal lid design helps to
minimise EMI radiation and since Wi-Fi
operates on the 2.4GHz band, the
likelihood of interference has been
reduced.

ASDL supporty
Another potential application is
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line –
ADSL – still commonly in use for
Internet connectivity by supporting
data to be sent at higher rates over
existing telephone cables. 

Within the ADSL modem, which is
generally located close to the the
end user, there will be a need for one
or more oscillator for which the
specification of the IQXO-931 is
suited. Potentially, frequencies with a
multiple of 70.656MHz, such as
282.624MHz, could be required, but
this depends upon the engineering
design.

With the seemingly inexorable rise
in connected devices and new
applications being developed on an
almost daily basis, the pressure on
bandwidth has never been greater. 

With higher frequency
requirements increasing and the
need to maintain signal integrity
through ever-lower phase noise
performance, the demands placed
upon frequency products
manufacturers have never been
greater.

Author profile:
Peter Sinclair is applications support
manager at IQD Frequency Products.
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SMA ‘Top Hat’ housing
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SMA ‘Top Hat’ housing from OMC may be
answer for heavy duty fibre optic Tx/Rx
applications

Robust, all-metal package suits defence and industrial users

OMC, the pioneer in optoelectronics manufacturing, is re-introducing
transmitter/receiver pairs housed in the FDH1 SMA ‘top hat’ style
housing to accommodate the larger diodes that are being specified by demanding applications, and also
to withstand the harsh operating conditions that are commonly experienced by equipment used in
military, industrial and other hi-rel sectors.

The FDH1 SMA package is not new, of course, but it has tended to be passed over by engineers looking
to reduce equipment size. However, certain radar installations and industrial CNC machinery for
example, require very powerful diodes that physically may not fit into smaller housing styles.  The large,
all-metal body of the FDH1 SMA housing is also ideal for withstanding shock and vibration, and is also
able to dissipate heat very effectively, maintaining system performance.

AWS Electronics Group to showcase – DSEI 2015
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AWS Electronics Group to showcase capabilities
at world-leading Defence exhibition – DSEI 2015

EMS provider to show full range of services at ExCeL London, 15-18th
September 2015

AWS, one of Europe’s leading specialist electronics manufacture services
provider, will be on stand S2-289 at the Defence and Security Equipment
International (DSEI) show, which takes place at the ExCeL Centre, London,
15-18th September 2015. The company will demonstrate the full turnkey
services it provides for customers who are looking for high reliability and
leading edge technology electronics covering the vital defence, aerospace and security sectors. 

AWS has an impressive track record for over 15 years in this sector, where it has not only won customer
awards but also achieved external recognition through the ADS SC21 Silver award for 4 succesive years. 

SZ APL
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GaN Systems signs Shenzhen-based Distribution Partner SZ APL for
penetration into China and Taiwan’s major power supply markets

SZ APL to deliver broadest range of gallium nitride power switching devices on market to Tier1
automotive, industrial, and enterprise customers

GaN Systems Inc., a leading developer of gallium nitride power switching semiconductors, has appointed
Shenzhen APL to distribute its Island Technology® high-power GaN devices in China and Taiwan.  SZ APL is
headquartered in Shenzhen (www.szapl.com) with additional offices in Shanghai, Beijing, and Taipei.  The
company has extensive experience in power electronics components distribution to major Tier1
customers in the automotive, industrial and enterprise segments. 

Announcing the deal, Girvan Patterson, President, GaN Systems said: “We are delighted to have signed SZ
APL as a distributor, as it has both significant knowledge of power electronics and strong relationships
with Tier1 Chinese and Taiwanese customers. Demand for our GaN power switching transistors is growing
very rapidly as manufacturers seek to design smaller, lighter and more power-efficient products in order
to gain competitive edge. 

Harwin simplifies miniature EMC screening
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Very low profile clips facilitate
automated assembly

Harwin, the leading hi-rel connector and SMT
board hardware manufacturer, has expanded its
popular EZBoardware range with the introduction
of three new RFI Shield Clips suitable for small and
low profile shield cans with wall thicknesses of
between 0.15 and 1.0mm. These additions include
two clips of only 3.9mm length, allowing users to
fix smaller sized cans to the PCB using this cost
effective method. The range of clips now available
also includes the S0961-46R, specifically designed to provide significantly higher retention forces on the
shield can, typically up by 30%, ideal for those users seeking to maximise retention of the shielding can
to the board. 

Dragonfly miniature connectors
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Dragonfly miniature connectors
from Astute Electronics can mix
signal and power contacts. 

20A per contact; many mating options and
accessories available 

Astute Electronics, the leading supplier of
electronic components and value added services,
can now deliver Positronic’s comprehensive
Dragonfly range of reliable, miniature connectors
with power and/or signal contacts. 

Configurable with size 16, 20 or 22 contacts, Dragonfly connectors can handle currents up to 20A per
contact. Blind mating, sequential mating, float mount, panel mount and cable options with an integral
locking system are available.

ANSMANN’s Li-Ion Range
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Complete range of standard Lithium Ion
batteries and chargers from stock

With more devices using Li-Ion battery technology, one of Germany’s
largest battery and charger manufacturers has introduced a range of
standard battery packs and chargers.

> ‘Turnkey’ solution – battery and charger from one source

> ISO 9001 quality accredited factories in Germany and China

> Medically accredited EN ISO 13485 battery pack assembly line

> In-house design and modification to customer specification

> Transportation testing facility to UN 38.3

> UK Offices with professional quality, engineer and enquiries team

Minitek Pwr Hybrid connectors
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FCI’s Minitek Pwr Hybrid connectors featuring an
improved and flexible modular design now available
through TTI, Inc.

TTI, Inc., a world leading specialist distributor of passive, connector,
electromechanical and discrete components, now stocks FCI’s Minitek Pwr Hybrid
3.0mm and 4.2mm connectors in Europe. Compared with traditional power connectors, the new Hybrid
series benefits from an improved and flexible modular design. This ensures that the number and
placement of power and signal contacts are highly configurable for many requirements and applications.

Minitek Pwr Hybrid 3.0 connectors are designed for power and signal applications with a current rating
of up to 5A per circuit. The devices are available for dual row and 2 to 24 power circuits, and 2 to 12
signal for Wire-to-Board applications. Crimp, snap-in receptacle contacts are used to terminate AWG 20-
30 wires. Receptacle housings allow Wire-to-Board configurations. Crimping and removal tools are
available for wire harness assembly. The board mounted vertical headers support Wire-to-Board
interconnections. Wave soldering headers are available in through-hole configuration.

2014 Catalogue Distributor of the Year
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Mouser named EMEA 2014 Catalogue
Distributor of the Year by Vishay
Intertechnology for third consecutive year

Mouser Electronics, Inc. has been named “2014 Catalogue
Distributor of the Year” by leading semiconductor and passives
manufacturer Vishay.  This is the third consecutive year Mouser has
received the accolade in recognition of its outstanding sales
performance in Europe. Announcing the award in Munich last week, Philippe Masson, Vishay Senior
Director Sales Distribution Europe, said: “I am delighted to present Mouser with our 2014 Catalogue
Distributor of the Year Award for the third year in a row. This reflects Mouser’s profound understanding of
our markets and technologies with MOSFETs and power ICs, diodes, opto sensors, resistors and
capacitors, and rewards its in-depth skills promoting the complete and broad Vishay portfolio.  In
addition, Mouser’s expertise ensures Vishay’s products are always fully available for our customers,
which is recognised and much appreciated by both them and us.  I warmly congratulate the Mouser
teams throughout Europe on this outstanding performance.”

Call Marc Young on 01322 221144 Technology Update
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